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ABSTRACT: A control for setting the operating states of a 
dictating machine or the like. This control has a single ball 
like actuating member rotatably mounted in a housing and 
operatively associated with contact switches for setting the 
operating states of the machine when the ball-like control is 
rotated; The housing, in which this actuating member is 
mounted, which may be the handle of a dictating machine 
microphone, preferably is adapted to be held by hand. The 
ball-like actuating member is then positioned on the housing 
so that it will be conveniently near a ?nger, preferably a 
thumb, when the housing is held. A universal joint is secured 
to said actuating member and pivotally mounted along a pair 
of axes intersecting at right angles to each other, thereby per 
mitting movement of said actuating member perpendicularly 
in a second direction of movement from either end of a first 
direction of movement. With only a small amount of move 
ment, the ball-like control is easily rotated by a ?nger for 
setting all of the operating states of the machine. 
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DICTATING MACHINE BALL-LIKE FINGER CONTROL 
MOUNTED BY A UNIVERSAL JOINT 

The invention relates to a control for a dictating machine, 
and more speci?cally to such a control having manually 
operable switches for setting the various operating states of 
the machine, i.e. off, on, reverse or backspace, dictation and 
playback or the like. 
Microphone devices for dictating machines commonly have 

an oblong handle,~or body portion to be held in the hand. The 
actual microphone is arranged at one end of the device, and is 
enclosed by a continuous housing. The switches required to 
set the operating states of the dictating machine are usually 
within the, handle portion which also carries one or more ac 
tuating members for these switches. These actuating members 
are adapted to be worked by the thumb which usually rests on 
or adjacent the top of the member or members in the handle 
portion. . . 

Known microphones of this kind have as a rule two actuat 
ing members which are arranged one behind the other 
lengthwise along the handle portion. One of these actuating 
members is usually the speaking, i.e. dictating, control 
member. This speaking control member must be actuated 

‘ when dictating to the dictating machine, but such actuation 
does not start the forward running, i.e. operation, of the dic 
tating machine which occurs only by actuation of the second 
member arranged alongside. Accordingly, to set the machine 
in operation for recording, the thumb must execute two move 
ments in succession. If the speaking control is not activated 
along with the control for forward running, the machine is 
switched for listening, sometimes also referred to as “ 
playback." 
Moreover, in known microphones the second control, 

besides being used to control the forward running, i.e. to set 
the machine in ‘operation (whether it be for dictating to the 
machine or for replaying for listening), is also used to switch 
the machine off. This control is used also to reverse, or 
backspace, the machine. Usually this is accomplished by a 
lever or button or the like which can be moved beyond the off 
position counter to the action of a spring, from which position 
the lever or button snaps back into the off position elastically. 
The object of the present invention is to simplify the opera 

tion of the dictating machine control or controls. In particular 
the object is to reduce the movement of the thumb required 
for causing the actuating member to close or open the 
switches which condition the machine for dictation and for 
ward running, which, in hitherto known control devices, 
required the successive actuation of two members. 
According to the vinvention, this and other objects are 

achieved by a control device in which movable contact parts 
of all switches for setting the operating states of the machine 
are arranged with their ends in the pivot range of an actuating 
member mounted pivotably in the handle portion of a 
microphone or in a like housing. This actuating member can 
be pivoted in radial directions through an angle required for 
closing the contacts of the switches which are located radially 
about the actuating member. 

Preferably the actuating member, sometimes called a fin 
gerpiece or a ?nger control, is a hollow body open on one side. 
The switch ends bear against the edge of the body on its open 
side. In order for the actuating member to be pivotable in all 
radial directions, it is advantageously mounted cardanically, 
i.e. by a universal joint, in the handle portion of the 
microphone. 

Preferably, the hollow body is a hemispherical shell with a 
spherical surface which protrudes from‘ a circular cutout in the 
microphone handle portion. Hence, this actuating member is 
ball-like in appearance. The movable contact parts of the 
switches are located advantageously at the four end points of 
two directions of movement of the actuating member which 
are at right angles to each other and which correspond to 
switch positions for setting the operative states of the 
machine. The actuating member advantageously engages 
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2 
movable contact parts located and adapted to be engaged at 
the end of a direction of movement. Also, the actuating 
member is pivotable from that end point in a second direction 
of movement perpendicular to the ?rst. The actuating 
member can move to both sides in this second direction of mo 
tion counter to the action of a spring. Preferably the actuating 
member snaps back into one of the positions under the action 
of a spring. Accordingly, one of the contacts is switchable con 
stantly, i.e. can be constantly maintained, ‘while, additionally 
thereto, another position can be maintained temporarily. 
Thus, on the basis of the cardanic suspension, i.e. the universal 
mounting, of the actuating member, any switch position can 
be achieved on any desired path, but preferably they are 
achieved in paths perpendicular to each other. 
The end points in one direction of movement wherein the 

actuating member is preferably engaged are advantageously 
correlated to the switch positions for the operative states— 
"off" on the one hand and “forward running" (the position to 
set the machine in operation to run forward either for dicta 
tion or listening) on the other. The end points of the direction 
of movement perpendicular thereto are advantageously ef 
fected counter to the action of‘ a spring and are ad 
vantageously correlated to the switch positions “speaking" or 
“dictation" on the one hand and “reverse“ or “backspace” on 
the other. 
A preferred embodiment of the invention is explained more 

fully in the following description with reference to the draw 
ing, in which: 
HO. 1 shows in perspective a microphone having a ?nger 

control embodying the invention; and 
FIG. 2 is a sectional view through the microphone in FIG. 1 

showing the control portion in detail and showing the actuat 
ing member of the control in its of? position. ' 
With reference to FIG. 1 the microphone for a dictating 

machine shown thereinhas a speaking membrane 1 at one 
end. The section adjacent this membrane is a handle portion 
2. An actuating member 3 is arranged near the speaking mem- . 
brane on the side of the handle portion which is to be'gripped 
by hand. This actuating member 3 has an arched, ball-like sur 
face which protrudes from a cutout in the handle portion. The 
actuating member 3 is a unilaterally open hollow body, i.e. it is 
open on one hollowed-out side. This body preferably is a 
hemispherical shell which is mounted for rotation in the han 
dle portion of the microphone along one axis of a universal 
joint. Consequently, because of its universal joint suspension, 
this actuating member is pivotable in all radial directions. Ad 
vantageously, it is pivotable in two directions perpendicular to 
each other, which directions are represented in FIG. 1 with ar 
rows. Direction 4 denotes the direction of movement for the 
position “off”; 5 denotes the direction of motion for "forward 
running"; 6 denotes the direction for “dictation” (sometimes 
called “speaking”); and 7 denotes the direction for “reverse” 
or “backspace. " A control lamp 8 lights up when the actuating 
member 3 is placed in the direction 6 for “dictation." 
According to FIG. 2, the actuating member 3, which is a 

hemispherical shell, is mounted by a universal joint in an insert 
10 which is ?rmly connected with the handle portion 2 of the 
microphone. This insert 10 has forklike portions which ?t, one 
on each side, over a ?at plate 11 arranged in the median plane 
of the hemispherical shell. A shaft 12 passes through this plate 
and is mounted at both its ends in the fork-type portions of the 
insert 10 which are on both sides of the plate. The hemispheri 
cal shell can be pivoted around this shaft 12 in opposing, 
directions, i.e. it may be pivoted from a central position to 
either side. 

Adjacent each narrow side of plate 11, the hemispherical 
shell 3 has, ?rmly connected with it as its edge, a bearing eye 
13, through which a short shaft 14 passes. Each of these shafts 
14 extend into the plate 11. The hemispherical shell can be 
pivoted about these two shafts in a direction perpendicular to 
the ?rst-mentioned direction of motion about the shaft 12. 
The median lines of the shafts l2 and 14 intersect at right an 
gles, and consequently the two pivot movements can be car 
ried out simultaneously. 
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In FIG. 2, the actuating member 3 is pivoted backward out 
of the plane of‘ the drawing. With respect to its pivotal move 
ment about the shaft 12 it is in a central position. 
A movable contact part [6 of contact switch 17, rests 

against the edge 15 of the hemispherical shell. ln FIG. 2 the 
switch 17 is shown in open position, because the hemispheri 
cal shell is pivoted backward, corresponding to the "otT‘ posi 
tion. When the actuating member 3 is pivoted about shaft 14, 
in the direction opposite the illustrated position, switch 17 is 
closed, whereby the operative state of the machine “forward 
running“ is set. in this particular switching arrangement the 
operative state “forward running " for “listening," or “ 
playback," is set. The shafts 14 together with the actuating 
member 3 move through a similar circular path, i.e. a path of 
about the same angle, when the actuating member is pivoted 
about the shaft 12. 
A movable contact 18 projecting into the range of move 

ment of the actuating member 3 can be moved in two oppos 
ing directions from a zero, or start position, by the movement 
of the actuating member 3 about the shaft 12. Movement in 
one direction closes a switch 19 and in the other direction 
closes a switch 20. 
The end of movable contact 18 is connected to the shaft 14 

as shown by a small spring 21. By the closing of switch 19 the 
reverse running or “backspacing" of the dictating machine is 
accomplished. Upon closing of the contact pair 20 the 
machine is switched, or conditioned, for “speaking,” or “dic 
tating." 
By pivoting the actuating member about the shaft 14, when 

contact 20 is closed, the movable contact 16 causes switch 17 
- to close also. In this switching arrangement, with both the 
switches 17 and 20 closed, the machine is set for "forward 
running" for “dictation," or “recording.” If only switch 17 
were closed, as described heretofore in this disclosure, the 
machine would be conditioned for “forward running" for 
“listening,” or “playback." 

It should be noted that the machine can be conditioned 
either for “playback" or for “dictation" before the switch 17 
is closed to start the forward running of the machine. 

it should be understood, of course, that the foregoing dis 
closure relates only to a preferred embodiment of the inven 
tion and that numerous modifications or alterations may be 
made therein without departing from the spirit and the scope 
of the invention as set forth in the appended claims. 
Whatl claim is: 
l. A hand held dictating machine control unit for setting the 

operative states of said machine, comprising, a body member 
adapted to be held in the palm of the hand and gripped by ?n~ 
gersv overlying the body member and having a plurality of 
switch means operably connected to said machine for setting 
its operative states, an actuator member for actuating said 
switch means, a universal joint secured to said actuator 
member and pivotally mounted in said body along a pair of 
axes intersecting at right angles to each other, whereby said 
actuator member is mounted in said body for rotation in at 
least first and second directions of movement at right angles to 
each other, said ?rst and second directions of movement hav 
ing ends de?ned at the limits to which said actuating member 
can be rotated, said switch means being operatively connected 
to said actuating member for actuation by selective rotation of 
said actuating member, said actuating member being adapted 
to remain at either one of the ends of said ?rst direction of 
movement to operate a selected one of said switches, and said 
universal joint permitting movement of said actuating member 
perpendicularly in said second direction of movement from 
either of said ends of said ?rst direction of movement to either 
of said ends of said second direction of movement thereby to 
actuate another of said switch means and change the operative 
state of said machine. 

2; A‘ control unit as defined in claim 1 wherein said switch 
means includes at least three switches positioned in said body 
member adjacent one of said ends of said second direction of 
movement, one of said switches being actuated by rotation of 
said actuator member to one of the ends of said ?rst direction 
of movement and the other of said switches being’actuated 
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4 
respectively by rotation of said actuator member to the 
respective ends of said second direction of movement 
whereby, said one switch and a selected one of said other 
switches are adapted to be sequentially and simultaneously ac 
tuated by sequential rotation of said actuator member in said 
second direction of movement to a respective one of the ends 
thereof and in said first direction of movement to said one end 
thereof. 

3. A control unit as described in claim 1 wherein said ac 
tuating member is a hemispherical shell and each said plurality 
of switch means includes a movable contact with an end posi 
tioned adjacent the edge of the hemispherical shell and 
adapted to be displaced by said shell to actuate said switch 
means when said shell is rotated. 

4. A control unit as described in claim 1 wherein said ac 
tuating member is moved in said second direction of move 
ment against a bias. 

5. A control unit as described in claim 1 wherein a 
microphone is located at one end of said housing and said ac 
tuating member is a hemispherical shell having its outer 
rounded portion protruding from an aperture in said housing 
and located intermediate said housing ends. 

6. A control unit as described in claim 5 wherein said 
second direction of movement is coextensive with a direction 
along an axis through said microphone and said hemispherical 
shell, and said machine is conditioned for dictation when said 
hemispherical shell is rotated to the end of movement in said 
second direction nearest said microphone, said machine is 
controlled for backspacing when said shell is rotated to the 
other end of said second direction of movement and said 
machine is conditioned respectively for “off” and “forward 
running" when said shell is rotated to an end of said first 
direction of motion. 

7. A hand held dictating machine control unit for setting the 
operative states of said machine comprising, a body member 
adapted to be held in the palm of the hand and gripped by ?n 
gers overlying the body member, an actuator member, a 
universal joint secured to said actuator member and pivotally 
mounted in said body along a pair of axes intersecting at right 
angles to each other, whereby said actuator member is 
mounted in said body for rotation in at least ?rst and second 
directions of movement, said ?rst and second directions of 
movement having ends de?ned at the limits to which said ac 
tuating member can be rotated, at least three switches 
mounted in said body member adjacent one end of said 
second direction of movement, each of said switches being 
adapted to be selectively and operatively engaged for actua 
tion by said actuator member by the selective rotation of said 
member in said first and second directions of movement to set 
the operative states of said machine, one of said switches 
being actuated by rotation of said actuator to one of the ends 
of said ?rst direction of movement and the other of said 
switches being actuated respectively by rotation of said actua 
tor member to the respective ends of said second direction of 
movement whereby said one switch and a selected one of said 
other switches ‘are adapted to be sequentially and simultane 
ously actuated by sequential rotation of said actuator member 
in said second direction of movement to a respective one of 
said ends thereof and in said ?rst direction of movement to 
said one of the ends thereof. 

8. A control unit as defined in claim 7 including a ?rst con 
tact member for said one switch adapted to be engaged by said 
actuator to close said one switch upon rotation of said 
member to said one end of ‘said ?rst direction of movement 
and a second contact member, for said other switches opera 
tively connected to said actuator member to selectively close 
said other switches upon selective rotation of said actuator to 
the respective ends of said second direction of movement, 
(said actuator member being adapted to maintain engagement 
with said second contact member during movement of the ac 
tuator member in said ?rst direction of movement to sequen 
tially and simultaneously actuate a selected one of said second 
switches 563 said onenswitch to set the operative state of said 
machine.) . 
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